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Dear Dian Agustin,

Congratulations, your article - Comparative evaluation of the effect of two pulpal
medicaments on pain and bleeding status of mandibular molars with
irreversible pulpitis post-failure of inferior alveolar nerve block: a double-blind,
randomized, clinical trial - is now published!

This is great news, why not share it:

My article has been published today in @PeerJLife
https://peerj.com/articles/13397 #
AnesthesiologyandPainManagement #ClinicalTrials
#Dentistry #DrugsandDevices

Send Tweet

(you can edit before sending)

So, what now?

To put it simply - this is just the beginning! Authors who actively share their article in
the first year receive more views, feedback and citations.

You and your co-authors invested huge amounts of time and effort to create this
article. If you believe it will benefit your academic community (or a wider readership),
now is the time to get it out there!

https://peerj.com/articles/13397/
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=My%20article%20has%20been%20published%20today%20in%20%40PeerJLife%20https%3A%2F%2Fpeerj.com%2Farticles%2F13397%20%23AnesthesiologyandPainManagement%20%23ClinicalTrials%20%23Dentistry%20%23DrugsandDevices


First - keep track of your article's usage

As an author you have access to exclusive PeerJ analytics tools. Now that you
are published, you'll get a rich data set of daily usage across all of your
publications at PeerJ. Also discover how download and citation rates of
published articles are affected by a manuscript's title length, choice of open or
hidden review history, and more.

Analytics Dashboard

Next - start sharing

Your Impact Toolkit is a great place to begin sharing and see how it affects
usage with the analytics tools above. Choose from a range of sharing tasks,
from tweeting to wikipedia edits:

Impact Toolkit

On behalf of the PeerJ team, congratulations again for successfully publishing your
article and contributing to the scientific record.

We are proud to have helped you get there.

With kind regards, 
The PeerJ Team 

Spread The Word about PeerJ

Help us make fair and fast Open Access publishing the norm.

Enable your advocate dropdown for quick sharing tasks, and visit our Spread
The Word pages for more ideas.

https://peerj.com/analytics/
https://peerj.com/analytics/
https://peerj.com/todos/
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